Application Note

Liquid Nitrogen Dosing Verification
Beverages can be filled into various types of containers like glass
bottles, PET bottles, cans, laminated cartons, pouches and bag-inbox, depending on type of beverage. One important factor in the
quality control process can be to verify the nitrogen in the
headspace.
PET bottles are used for many types of beverages. The reduction of
plastic material on PET bottles has a positive effect on the weight, cost,
sustainability and waste reduction. With this reduction of the material,
the bottles tend to be soft and handling becomes more difficult. An
overpressure in the bottle generates a hard bottle. This gives the
beneficial conditions using them over the product lifecycle. Noncarbonized beverages, like still water bottles, do not generate an
increased pressure by default. A drop of liquid nitrogen is applied
before closing the bottle, to generate the requested overpressure.
The GasSpect H2O & Bar sensor is used to perform a 100%
measurement of each bottle running on the filling line. The verification
of the pressure in the bottle confirms the correct liquid nitrogen
application and detects leaks.

Application Example

The bottles are transported on a round conveyor system and passing the laser beam
of the sensor. The laser light is sent through the headspace of the bottle and the
water vapor absorption is analyzed. The physical effect of line broadening is used to
accurate and fast measure the pressure in the bottle.

Gasporox beverage sensors
Easy to integrate beverage sensor solutions for
your needs.
•
O2 concentration
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Low Oxygen
•
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•
Oxygen and Water Vapour
•
CO2 concentration
•
CO2 concentration and pressure

Parameters:
Product:
Gas:
Speed:
Handling:
Pressure:

Still water bottles 0.5 liter
Liquid nitrogen applied
72’000 bottles per hour
Conveyor belt transport
1.4 bar

Performance:
Repeated testing of 4 bottles. One bottle was
opened to release the pressure. A clear
separation to detect such a bottle is
demonstrated.
Precision: +/- 20 mbar (k=3)
Measurement time: 7 ms
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